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ABSTRACT 

Dyslexia is often known as a specific learning difficulty. 

Clinically, it is a cognitive disorder having its origin in corpus 

callosum where asynchronous information flow between left and 

right hemisphere happens. Dyslexia practically causes reading 
difficulties like similarly looking letter rotation or overlapping. 

We are focusing on assistive technologies for users with dyslexia, 

especially these speaking Czech language. As the language is not 

spread among other nations but Czechs, it has not been given 
adequate attention and Czech dyslexic users are reliant on other 

than dyslexia aiming tools. To ease reading and avoid as much as 

possible problems, we are developing a web service that will 

allow users to visually accommodate web pages and text in 
generally used formats like .doc, .pdf, .rtf, .odt, etc.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the European Union there have been almost 10 million of 

adults speaking Czech. Nowadays, as more and more information 

is being published digitally, dyslexia users need bigger support to 
reach such information. There are (even limited) solutions for 

users speaking world languages, like English or Spanish [1]. 

However, no helpful tool is available to many users speaking less 

frequent languages – not one that would not limit reading itself. 
Therefore, research in assistive technologies aiming at dyslexia 

users is a challenge and deserves paying attention. 

2. RELATED WORK FOR CZECH 
For world languages using Latin alphabet there are several 

solutions that can be used by dyslexic users. It comprises Text-to-

speech systems (TTS), screen readers or systems offering 

synonyms of complicated words [1]. The reading problems that 
are specific for Czech dyslexia users are not deeply established to 

build a tool aiming at individual problems. An important element 

in building dyslexia assistive technology is linguistics of each 

language. Up to our knowledge there are no empirical data that 
would study needs, challenges and possibilities of Czech 

language, phonetic languages respectively, and therefore no tool 

aiming downright at dyslexia.  

2.1 Včelka 
This is a tool designed as a game based application. There are 
several games with the aim to help dyslexia users to learn reading. 

The application therefore suits for younger children. It has its own 

games dedicated to specific school grades (kindergarden, 1st grade 

up to 5th grade and older). The application offers some kind of 
“diagnostics” which tries to test child’s ability to read. Such 

functionality, however, needs a 3rd person to be present, either a 

parent or a teacher, to evaluate these tests and decide what game 

the child should play [2]. The games are designed as reading word 
reading tasks, filling up missing graphemes or re-drawing them 

(Figure 1). 

For this type of design, Včelka is not relevant to adults or older 

children. It lacks of more widespread reading opportunities where 
skilled older students could test their real problems and needs or 

accommodate text to their demands. Last but not least, the 

application is developed for commercial use, it allows free trial 

version where not all functions are available. 

3. SERVICE FOR CZECH USERS 
We focus on visual accommodation of text that would fulfill 

individual needs and automatically personalize text for dyslexic 

users. Czech is very much phonetic language, therefore our 

approach is ideal to phonetic attributes. We design a web service 
for such purpose.  

The user will insert the text to the service. The service, based on 

Java platform, contains (a) autonomous part transforming original 

web text into easier version with fragmentation sign “-“ between 
individually problematic letters. Such letters will be discovered by 

(b) sets of test that users fill out any time they need (e. g. when 

finding out that their needs are changing over time).  

 



 

 

Figure 1. The example of a game task – select number of 

syllables as you name the picture; select whether the syllables 

are long or short. 

 

Based on results, (c) the service converts a document into plain 

text, sends a request for fragmentation, (d) regular expression 

strategy is used to find problematic grapheme patterns (e. g. po, 

bo, ji) and a hyphen between such graphemes is automatically 

inserted; (e) the whole accommodated text is delivered back to the 
user in original format. The result of text accommodation can be 

seen on Figure 2, the process is concisely illustrated on Figure 3.   

Previous results published in [3] indicate that the plasticity of 

brain is enough strong to get used of such visualization and 
dyslexic users tested within pilot version of an autonomous part of 

the service (web based text accommodation) confirm such theory.  

3.1 Users’ Feedback 
So far we have a verbal feedback on accommodated text from six 

dyslexic users. In general, users feel quite comfortable with the 
fragmentation sign, they express that they do not even realize 

there is something more in text. They appreciate the 

personalization function as no tool was available before. Some 

users suggested the fragmentation sign could be a little shorter but 
they do not find actual size disturbing. Also, some of the users 

asked if there will be a function that would allow them to change 

fragmentation rules manually if they find out the actual setting is 

not good. This function of the service is a future plan and will be 
built into it. Generally, the users were quite pleased by the 

emerging technology and are willing to participate on developing 

new functions and design.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. The image of accommodated text as a result of the 

modification service. 

 

 

Figure 3. A flow of steps from user to service to user. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
Dyslexia is incurable, but possibly well impressible disease 
causing reading problems. Users speaking less frequent languages 

are coping with same problems as users speaking world 

languages. Therefore, our research focuses on studying dyslexia 

specificity of such languages, especially Czech, and designs a web 
service that will allow users to automatically and individually 

accommodate both online and offline text. Preliminary results 

indicate practicability and potential of future web service 

development with extended sub-services. 
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